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GAUGEINVARIANTQUANTIZATION
ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
LIU ZHANG-JU AND QIAN MIN
Abstract.
For every pointwise polynomial function on each fiber of the cotangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold M , a family of differential operators
is given, which acts on the space of smooth sections of a vector bundle on M .
Such a correspondence may be considered as a rule to quantize classical systems
moving in a Riemannian manifold or in a gauge field. Some applications of our
construction are also given in this paper.

0. Introduction
How to quantize classical Hamiltonian systems with symplectic manifolds as
the phase space is a very important problem in which mathematicians as well as
physicists are interested. Several mathematical methods have been developed to
solve this problem, e.g., geometric quantization, deformation theory, functional
integration and Maslov's theory (see [2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 14]). In cases when the
phase space is flat, the quantization rules are more or less established. But when
the phase space is T*M, the cotangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold M,
different quantization approaches lead to different results even for the simplest
case of geodesic flow in M with the Hamiltonian

H(x, y) = gx(y, y),

xeM,yeT*M,

where g denotes the Riemannian metric of M. But the quantized Hamiltonians always take the following form
H = -h2(A + aR),

where H > 0 is the Planck constant, A and R denote the Laplace-Beltrami
operator and the scalar curvature respectively with respect to the Riemannian
connection of (M, g), and the constant a depends on the way of quantization.
In this paper we shall develop a method of quantization on Riemannian
manifolds, by means of the Weyl transformation together with some locally
canonical transformation, which means symplectic in the classical case and unitary in the quantum case. In §3, we extend our quantization procedure to
a principal bundle, so it can be applied to quantize classical particle systems
moving in Yang-Mills fields [5], with gauge invariance also considered. In the
last section, we briefly mention two applications of the quantization rule given
by us. One is about the semiclassical approximation for a quantized system,
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and the other is concerned with quantum integrable systems constrained on the
sphere; the details may be found in [7 and 8]. Only pointwise polynomial functions are quantized here in order to get differential operators. We know other
mathematicians have already set up the symbol calculus for pseudo-differential
operators on Riemannian manifolds, but pay no attention to the physical aspect
(e.g., see [12]). The differences—both in the results obtained and in the point
of view—are also pointed out in the last section.
We end this introduction with a sketch of the quantization procedure on flat
spaces. Let (xx, ... , x" , px, ... , pn) be the canonical coordinates of M2" and
L2(R" , dx) the space of quantum wave functions. The canonical quantization
of basic observables is that

xj^x};

pj-^pj = -f\i—r

where xJ is the multiplication operator. Most generally, observables could be
quantized in different orders [13]:

fN = Í f(a, ß)ei{a-i)ei^^dadß

(normal),

fw = Jf(a, ßy^'^'^dadß
fA = Í f(a,ß)ei{ß'ß)ei{a'i)dadß

(Weyl),
(antinormal),

where / is the Fourier transformation of /. It is well known that
/ e L2(R2n, dx dp) -^ fw is a Hilbert-Schimit operator.
/ is a polynomial of p o / is a differential operator,
The above-mentioned quantization rule can be expressed in a unified form
by introducing an order parameter A.
Definition. For any A e [0, 1], the A-Weyl transformation

is defined as

fix= ff{a, ß)eiW-l>1Ha>ß>eKa>*W>M(hdß
in which fo = /n , fi/2 = fw, and fx = /a ■ The operator defined above acts

on </>
e C0°°(R2)as

(*)

(h<t>)(x)
= tr" J f{x + Xß,p)e-i'h^ '"'(f>{x
+ ß) dßdp.

The expression (*) will be used in the next section, and from (*), it is obvious

that

_
(XjPj)x = XpjX3 + (1 - X)X3Pj .

1. Definition

of A-Weyl transformation

on Riemannian

manifolds

Assume (M, g) to be a «-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold. In
this section, we do not consider the gauge invariance. Thus we take L2(M, dp)
(complex-valued) as the space of quantum wave functions, where dp is the positive Riemannian measure induced by g. The construction of A-Weyl transformation may be split into four steps:

riemannian manifolds
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Step 1 (pulling classical systems to flat space by a local symplectic transformation in a neighborhood of a point). For a fixed point x e M, let B2e be
the 2e-ball in TXM with zero as center, where e is taken so small that the
exponential map expx : B2e —>U2ec M is a diffeomorphism, where U2s is the
2e-geodesic ball neighborhood of x. It is known that the map expx induces a
symplectic diffeomorphism exp* from T*B2t = B2exT*M onto T*U2e, where
both symplectic structures are induced by the natural symplectic structure œ of
T*M. By use of this canonical transformation any classical observable in T*M
can be locally considered as in B2exT*M and can be extended to TxMxT*M
by multiplying a cut-off function XE (XE = 1 inside BE, XE = 0 outside B2e).
That is, for any / e C°°(T*M), we can get a function fx e C°°(TXM x T*M)

definedby
fx(ß,p)

= X£(ß)foexp*x(ß,p).

Step 2 (quantization of TXM x T*M). We can get a operator

f x,x by quan-

tizing fx with order A defined in §0. In general, f x,x depends on the choice

of Xt. But we have
Lemma 1.1. If f is a pointwise polynomial on each fiber of T*M, then, for any

</>
e C°°(TXM), ( f x,x<P)\B is independent of the choice of XE.
Proof. Since the transformation exp* is linear on each fiber, fx is also a polynomial of p, then f x,x is a differential operator, i.e., a local operator. The
lemma is true because Xe ID = 1. D
In this case, fx,x is a well-defined differential operator on L2(BE, dpx)
where dpx is the Lebesgue measure on TXM induced by the Riemannian
metric gx.

Step 3 (pulling fxX back to L2(Ut, dp\v ) by a unitary transformation). Since
both dp\v and D*exp~x(dpx) are positive «-forms on Ut, there exists a
unique positive function

px defined on Ue such that

pxD* exp~x(dpx)

=

dp | v . We have
Lemma 1.2. The transformation Kx defined by
(Kx4>)(ß) = px/2(expxß)<f>(expxß)

is unitary from L2(Ue, dp\v ) to L2(Be, dpx).

The proof of Lemma 1.2 is trivial. Consequently, we get a differential operator on L2(UE, dp\v ) defined by
fx,X = Kx o fx,X°Kx

which is independent of choice of Xe.

Step 4 (from local to global). / and fx,x locally give the correspondence
between classical and quantum observables since every step in the construction
is canonical. But, in general, fx, x is dependent on the choice of x e Ue, unless
M has some symmetric properties (e.g., M = S"). This is not unreasonable
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because different local trivializations just mean different gauges for the local
representation of observables. The only way to get a global invariant operator
is to define it point by point on M. It is known that the above process is
reasonable only for local operators. In our case, fx¡x is a differential operator
which is certainly local, therefore, we have

Definition 1.1. Let / e C°°(T*M) be a pointwise polynomial on each fiber.
The A-Weyl transformation of / is defined as a differential operator f on

L2(M,dp)

as follows:

(fx4>)(x)= (fx,x4>)(x)= (K-1 o fx,xoKx4>)(x)
where 4>e C°°(M).
Writing A(ß) = D*exp~x(ß): T*M - T^ßM,

i.e.,

exp*x(ß, p) = (expx ß, A(ß)p)

and using the expression (*) in §0, the above definition can be made more
explicit as
(1.1)

(fi<t>)(x)
= h~n I

Jtxmxt-m

f(txpx(Xß),A(Xß)p)
x e-'/A</>.*>. cß£(cxpxß) • pxJ2(expx ß) dß dp.

Remarks. (1) The fact px(x)
(2) 4>e= xE(j),but actually
(3) When M = Wl, (1.1)
x + Xß in this case.
Since the most interesting

— 1 has been used in (1.1).
(1.1) is independent of XE.
= (*) because A = id, px = 1 and expxXß =

case is that degree / = 2, we give a result as

follows
Theorem 1.1. If f = (X, p®p) = X'](x)piPj

where X is a smooth 2-symmetric

contravariant tensor field on M, then

f = -h2 (x'JViVj + 2XViXiJVj + X2ViVjXi3- lk 6+ l X'JRij)
where V, is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection
and {R¡j} is the Ricci curvature tensor. In particular, if f = \\\p\\2 = \g'JPiPj,

fo = -£A+gR
fx/2 = -!¿A+^R
/i = -^A + £r

(normal),
(Weyl),
(antinormal),

where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M and R is the scalar curvature.
Remark. It is well known that the scalar curvature R should appear by quantizing j\\p\\2 on a Riemannian manifold. But the coefficient factor is different
according to different quantization approaches, e.g., f, y| or zero by pathintegrations, y! by geometric quantization [14] and ^ by Maslov's theory

[11].
We fix the notation as follows: For a fixed x e M, (ßx, ... , ß") is the
normal coordinate at x with respect to which {r'^} are the coefficients of
connection. To prove Theorem 1.1, we first prove three lemmas.
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Lemma 1.3. For f = Xll"'kPil ■• -Pik, the following formula holds:
k

;i.2)

ait
dk

(fx4>)(x)
= ij

dß^-'-dß^"' (X^(Xß)A)\(Xß)

■■■Al(Xß)cp(ß)Pxl2(ß))
ß=0

Proof. From (1.1), one has

(M)(x) = hk jX*

^(Xß)A\(Xß) ■■■A\(Xß)pu
■■■pike-iß'"'(j>E(ß)Pxl2(ß)dßdp.

Làk.

-{_i)kjÄ

p

fvi,...u,u

Ah

iikék „i/2_

—e-V'Pidßdp

AJk<t>*Pxdß<i---dß>k'

l'*//, nXl2\

= (?) /^öF^^"'^"-^^**-

Thus, formula (1.2) is obtained by using Fourier transform to (1.3). D
Lemma 1.4. With the notation above, one has the formula

d2trA(0)
dß'dßJ

d2detA(0)

1 (dl*, i¿
3\dßk

dßidßi

dTk
" jk
dßj

dTk
w* jk
dßi

ß=0

Proof. Writing D(ß) = D* expx ß , then A(ß) = D~x(ß). Obviously, D(0) =
id and dDij(0)/dßk = 0 for k = 1, ... , n. Consequently, for ß small enough,
we have
fl+a\lß'ß3

+ 0(ßi)

\
0(ß2)

(1.4)

D(ß) =
0(ß2)

V

l+afjß'ßJ

+ OW3)/

From (1.4), it is obvious that

d2det£>(0) _ d2trD(0)
WSJ
dß'dßj
dß'dß

(1.5)

^

k=\

where akj are constants determined by the curvature tensor at x. (1.5) is also
true for A because A = D~x .
Setting y = expxsß0 for a fixed s e R, notice that x(t) = expx(i + s)ß0 is a
geodesic starting at y, therefore, it satisfies the geodesic equation. In particular

at y, we have
'M.p

(<ß)dxJ]dxJl\.

iW + r^{sßo)-dT'dT)

=0
(=0

i.e.,

(1.6)

9x'

ft/.g/Mr

(SßJ-^dxh\

= 0.
SÄ
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Differentiating (1.6) at 5 = 0 and using Z)j-(O)= dx'(0)/dßj

d'x'(0)
, , h
dß'>dß'*dßh P° P° P°

= ô), one has

dPhh(0)
_
dßh P0 Po PO - U•

Because the choice of ßo is arbitrary, the final result is

d2trD(0) ^
dßidßj

d^xk(0)

^

i idr%

dßidßjdßk

| ai*k | ai*j

3 ^ dßj

dßl

dßk
¿8=0

From (1.5), (1.7) and the fact
ict that det A = det
d ' D, i.e.,
ö2det^(0)
dß'dßl
them lemma is obviously true.

-ö2detD(0)
dßldßi

D

Lemma 1.5. Thefollowingformulas hold:
(a) px(x) = 1,

(b) dPx(0)idp = o,
(c) d2Px(0)/dßidßJ = Rij(x).
Proof, (a), (b) are obvious. To prove (c) note that, in normal coordinates, one

has
Px(y) = gl/2(y)detD(ß)

where y = exp,,.ß , g = det(g¡j), and

av/2(o)

dr%

dß'dßl

dß' '

r(xs=?3l_Ma
,jK '

dßk

dßj '

From these facts and Lemma 1.4, it is not difficult to get Lemma 1.5.

D

The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows from Lemmas 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and the facts
that, in normal coordinates,

VVX'J(x)-d-^^

+ X-(d^

VtVjX (x) - dßif)ßj +x

+ d-^i)

y dßJ + dßk J

and

d2A)(0) _ d2AÍ(0) _ d2trA(0)
D
dßkdßj
dßkdßi
dßkdßi '
2. Some properties of A-Weyl transformations
In this section, we are going to show some properties of A-Weyl transformations.
Theorem 2.1 (Wigner's formula).

With the same notation as in §1 and (•, •)

expressing the inner-product in the Hubert space L2(M, dp), then, for any <t>,
y/ e CQX(M) we have

(2.1)

(fx<t>,V)=I

Jt'M

f(x,p)<S>x(x,p)dw
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where dw = dxdp is the symplectic volume element of T*M and

(2.2) ^(x,p)

= h-n (

</>£(expx(l-A)j3)-^(exP;c-Aj?)

Jtxm

.e-mß,p)px(X}ß)dß
where
px(x, ß) = pjgx_Xß(exp(l

- X)ß)px(expx -Xß).

Remarks. (1) Formula (2.1) is well defined because Oj e S along each fiber
where S is the Schwartz space.
(2) When M = Rn , <P1/2is the usual Wigner function [13].
(3) (2.1) can be taken as the weak definition of A-Weyltransformation on
Riemannian manifolds.

Proof. Take e < 1 such that, for any x e Supp^, expx: BE(x) -* UE(x) is
one-to-one. Notice that
(a) Since exp*: BE(x) x T*M —►
T*UE(x) is symplectic we have dßdp =
D*exp*x(dw\T*Ue).
(b) By the expression exp*x(ß, p) = (expxß, A(ß)p), we can write y =
expxXß, ß' = D*expx(Xß) and p' = A(Xß)p, i.e., (ß1, p') e TyM x TÇM.
By Gauss' lemma, ß' = t(x , y)ß , where r(x, y) is the parallel displacement
from x to y along the geodesic Y(t) = expx tXß. Consequently, we have
(ß', p') = (ß, p), expx ß = expy(l - X)ß', and x = expy -Xß'.
(c) From (b) and the definition of the function py, we have dp(x) =
py(expy-Xß')dß',
where dp(x) is the Riemannian measure at x and dß'
is the Lebesgue measure on TyM induced by Riemannian metric gy .
Now, by the definition of fx, one has

(Â4>,V)=
I I

Jm JtxMxt;m

(-)dßdpdp(x)

where (•) is an abbreviation for the integrand. Writing dw = dy dp', we have

C/W>,v)(b=a))/ /

(-)dydp'dp(x)

Jm Jt'uc(x)

= [

[

(-)dp(x)dydp'

JT'M Jue(y)

(b=C))/

JT'M

-I,
IT'M

/

[JTyM

UPyfrPy-mdß'

dw

f(y,p')<t>x(y,p')dw.

The last equation holds by (b) and the expression of (•), where O^ is actually
the Wigner function defined in (2.2). D
Notice that, when M —R" , the Weyl's ordered quantization fX/2 is always
a symmetric operator, which can be easily verified by the symmetric property
of 0./2, i.e., Oi/2(0, y) = &\/2(y/, <t>)(in this case, px/2 = 1). In general,
<Pi/2 defined in (2.2) has no such symmetrical property because there appears
a nonsymmetric factor ~pXj2(x, ß) unless M has some symmetrical properties
such that pX/2(x, ß) = ~pXß(x, -ß). But we can get
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Theorem 2.2. (1) fx¡2 is symmetric if deg / < 2.
(2) When M is a constant curvature space, fx¡2 is symmetric for all polyno-

mials f.
Remark. In case M is compact, a symmetric operator is actually selfadjoint (a
quantum observable).
Proof. From Lemma 1.3, we can see that, if degree f — k, only derivatives
(for ß) of degree < k affect f. Consequently, if we expand px/2(x, ß) =
~p\ß(x, ß) + 0(ßk+x), we can show that fx¡2 is symmetric if p~y2 is symmetric,
i.e., if pk(x, ß) = pk(x, -ß) in BE. From the analysis in Lemma 1.5, we see
that pXj2(ß) - 1 + bjjß'ßj + 0(ß3), where the constants by are determined
by the Ricci curvature tensor at x , so the lemma is true in case (1). When M
is a constant curvature space, the coefficients of ßk, k > 3, are always zero
because they are determined by the covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor
which are zero in this case, so (2) is true. D
Let Px = {polynomials of degree < 1} . (Px, {•, •}) forms a Lie algebra
which is a generalization of Heisenberg Lie algebra, where {•, •} is Poisson
bracket. From Lemma 1.3, we see that, if deg/ = 0, fi = f is a multiplication
operator. If deg/ = 1, i.e., / = (X, p) = X'pi, then

(2.3)

h = -¿rVi + XViX1)= ^(Vx + XdiyX).

Theorem 2.3. The X-Weyl transformation is a representation of the Lie algebra
(Px, {•, •}), i.e., for f, g e Px, we have

(2.4)

ih{f, g}¿ = fxgx- gjx = [fx, gx].

Theorem 2.3. The X-Weyl transformation

is a representation

of the Lie algebra

(Px, {•, •}), i.e., for f ; g e Px, we have

(2.4)

ih{f, g}x = fxgx- gxfx= [fx, gxl

Proof'. Notice that
= VydivX

{(X, p), (Y, p)}

- V^divT,

=

~([X,Y],p)

and

div[X, Y]

then (2.4) can be verified by using the expression

(2.3). D
3. Quantization

on principal bundles

In §1, we constructed the A-Weyl transformation on Riemannian manifolds
without considering the gauge invariance. Now we generalize it to principal
bundles in order to quantize the classical systems in a gauge field [5]. The
observables of the quantized systems are differential operators acting on some
particle fields which are just wave functions with internal symmetrical structures.
Let (P, M, n, G) be a principal bundle where the base (M, g) is an «dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold. Let W denote the space of all
connections on P which can be considered as a manifold and GA(P), the gauge
transformation group on P. Assume V to be a complex vector space and the
structural group G has a representation in GL(V). It is known that T(V),
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the space of C°°-sections of the associated bundle P(V) can be considered as
F-valued functions on P satisfying </>(pg)= g~x4>(p) forpeP
and g eG,
so we will define the A-Weyltransformation on such functions for convenience.
We know that GA(P) acts naturally on if and T(V) [1], so it acts on

f x Y(V) be t*(0 , (f>)= (z*e, x*(j>)where x e GA(P), 6 e & and <f>
e T(V).
In the next paragraph, we will construct the operator /: W x T(V) —>T(V) for
any polynomial /on T*M. We say fx is gauge invariant if t* o f = fx ° r*,

i.e., for any p e P, the following identity holds

(3.1)

fx(ö,<t>)(T(p))= fx(T*6,T*<t>)(p).

This is just the least-coupling principle in physics.
For a fixed connection 6 e *W,let Hjj (H*e) denote the 0-horizontal tangent
(cotangent) subspace at p e P. By the help of 6 , we can lift the exponential
map expx : TxM —►
M to exp6p: Hp —>F, for any p e Px, and lift / e
C°°(T*M) to fe e C°°(T*P) [5], where fe can be considered as the Hamilton
function of a classical system moving in the gauge field P. In §1, we have
defined the notation A, px . They can also be lifted to P naturally and we use

just the same notation to express them. From the discussion used in constructing
the A-Weyl transformation on a Riemannian manifold, we can generalize it
naturally to principal bundles as follows:
Definition 3.1. With the notation above, the A-Weyl transformation / of a
polynomial / e C°°(T*M) is defined as an operator from W x C°°(P, V) to

C°°(P, V) as follows: for any p e P and (6,4>)eWx
(3.2)

C°°(P, V),

fx(6, <f>)(p)
= A""J»}
/ xH*e f(expP(Xß), A(Xß)C)

.e-iß<ß,()plß^xp8ß)Mexp6pß)dßdc
Remark. Definition 3.1 is a natural generalization of Definition 1.1 in which
G = {e} , V = C, C°°(P, V) = C°°(M, C) and d is the unique flat connection
on P = M x {e} .
Theorem 3.1. (1) For a fixed 6 e W, fxe = fx(Q, •) is a differential operator
with T(V) c C°°(P, V) as an invariant subspace.
(2) fx\ffxr,V) is gauge invariant, i.e., identity (3.1) holds.
Proof. From the analysis in § 1, it is obvious that fxe is a differential operator.
From facts that, for ß e Hf¡ and g eG, (expf, ß)g = exp^g gtß and that fe is

invariant under the symplectic action (g,g-1*)

on T*P [5], it is easy to verify

that if <))(pg)= g~x4>(p),then fx(9,4>)(pg) = g~xfx(0, 4>)(p)■Consequently,
ff: T(V) -» F(V), so (1) is true. To prove (2), let us first prove

Lemma 3.1. For any x e GA(P), the relation T*(Hfe) - H^, holds and, for
ß e Hfe,

f(exp**e ß) = exptp) t*ß. where t* is the tangent map of r at p.

Proof. Since i*6p = 0t(p), i.e., r*Op(ß) = 6z(p)(T*ß) for ß e TPP, it follows
that T»(kerr*0p) = ker0T(p), i.e., T*(Hfe) = Hf,^ . This means x transforms
a T*6-horizontal curve through p to a 6-horizontal curve through x(p), so
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that for ß e Hfe and (eR,
both x(expTp'etß) and expeT{p)tx*ßare 6horizontal curves through x(p) and they have the same projection to the base
M. Consequently, they overlap everywhere by the uniqueness of 0-horizontal
lift. Setting t = 1 gives the lemma. D
Lemma 3.2. Under the symplectic action (x, x~1*) on T*P, the equation

r'e(P^)

= f(T(p),x-px*(Q)

holds where Ç e T*P.
Proof. This can be verified by Lemma 3.1 and the definition of fe [5]. D
Proof of Theorem 3.1, part (2). From Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and the fact that the
function p is constant along each fiber of P, identity (3.1) can be verified just
by using a linear symplectic isomorphism

(T., r*-1): Hf' x H*/e -> H!w x H*Jp)
to expression (3.2). D
Formally, Definition 3.1 is same as Definition 1.1, so that it is easy to get

Theorem 3.2. For a fixed 6 e W and f = X'JÇ&j we have

fl = -h2 (x^vfV* + 2XViXuWej
+ X2V,WjXij- U 6+ l X'JRij)
where Ve is the covariant differential on T(V) induced by the connection 6, V
is the covariant differential induced by the Levi-Civita connection on tensor fields
in the base M. {R¡j} is the Ricci curvature tensor. In particular, for f = \\^\\2,

(3.3)

/f/2 = -/V

(¿Wj - J

Proof. Notice that, for <j>eT(V),

^>(exp£/?) = V?0 and J^X(expdp ß) = VtX
where X is the 0-horizontal lift of a tensor field X from M to P, then the
procedure of proof is like that in Theorem 1.1. D

Now we give three examples to illustrate the physical applications of the
A-Weyl transformation defined for gauge fields. Here the notation follows [1].
Example 3.1 (free electron). Let M be a 2«-dimensional spin manifold, P be

the spin frame bundle of M, G = Spin(2«), V = A = A+ © A~ be the space
of spinor representation of spin(2«) and 8 be the connection on P induced
by the Levi-Civita connection on M. In this case, T(A) is the space of spinor
fields (the free Dirac electron fields). Let (ex, ... , e2n) be a local orthonormal
frame, / = ||i||2 . By expression (3.3) and Lichnerowicz's formula, we have

!t,l = -h2 (v?V? - f ) = h2D2
where D = e¡ • Vf is the Dirac operator (with zero charge).
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Example 3.2 (electron in a electromagnetic field). With the same notation M, G,

P, V = A and 9 as in Example 3.1, now we take G = GxU(l), P = PoP' as
a spliced bundle and 6-6 + 9' where 6' is a connection on the [/(l)-principal
bundle P'. F is also taken as A, where the representation of U(l) in C7L(A)
is just scalar multiplication. We know 6' as the electromagnetic gauge potential
and F' = Ve'6' as the field strength (curvature). In this case (U(l) is abelian),
F¡j — dj6'j - dj9\ is a well-defined 2-form on M. Through straightforward
computation, we have, for / = ||¿;||2,
nl2=h2(D62+\f)

where Ds = evVf = e,-(Vf+6\) is the charged Dirac operator and F = F'^ei-ej
acting on T(A) by Clifford multiplication.
If a gauge transformation x is taken in the form e's where 5 e C°°(M, R),
then (3.1) means

ft(eis<f>)
= eisf¡'e(4>)= eisfe-ids (<t>).
This is a well-known equation in physics.
Example 3.3 (nucléons in a Yang-Mills field). With the same notation as in
Example 3.1, now we take dimAf = 4 (the curved time-space), G = spin(4) x

SU(2), P = PoP1 and 6 = 6 + 6' where 6' is a connection on the SU(2)principal bundle P'. In this case, A = C4 and we take V = C4 x C4. The
representation of G in GL(C4 x C4) can be found in [1]. The Yang-Mills field
strength has the form

F;j=dl6J-dj6¡

+ [d'i,6'j]

which is su(2)-valued 2-form on P'. For / = ||¿;||2, it is not difficult to get

ft/2 = h2(D82+ \F)

where Dê = e¡ • (Vf + 6'¡) and F = Ffa • e¡. The action of F on T(C4x C4)
may be found in [1].
4. Applications

and remarks

In this section, we show briefly two applications of our quantization rule; the
details may be found in [7 and 8]. At the end, some differences of our approach
from that of Lichnerowicz [6] and Widom [12] are pointed out.
The first application is about semiclassical approximations of quantized systems on Riemannian manifolds, which is the inverse problem of quantization.
In case when M = R" , this can be done to any order of the Planck constant h
when h -> 0+ since the correspondences between quantum systems and classical
systems are already quite clear [9]. But, in general case, if such a correspondence
is not clear, some questions will arise from a physical point of view. According to the quantization rule given in this paper, we discussed the semiclassical
approximation problem for a quantized system on Riemannian manifolds in
[7]. Particularly, in the long time approximation, we set up the semiclassical
Green's function to treat the focal problem instead of canonical operators [9]
or path-integrations.
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The second one is about quantum integrable systems constrained to the sphere
Sn~x. As usual, we identify the cotangent bundle of Sn~x with a symplectic
submanifold of T*R2n = R2" as follows

T*S"-X = {(x, y) e R2" ; ||x|| = 1, (x , y) = 0}
where (•, •) denotes the standard inner product in R" . It can also be considered
as the orbit space of the Lie group G = {(p, a) ; p > 0, a e R} acting on R2/!

by
(p,a)-(x,y)

= (px, (y - ax)/p).

Thus, for every function / on T*Sn~x, one can get a (/-invariant function
/ on R2" (the value at zero may be taken as zero). Let W(f) denote the
Weyl transformation of / mentioned in §0, which is nothing but the operator
representation of the invariant star-product on T*S"~X given by Lichnerowicz

in [6].
Now, let g denote the Riemannian metric on S"~x induced from R" by
(•,•). Thus, for every pointwise polynomial function / on T*S"~X, we can
get two differential operators, W(f) and fX/2, acting on C°°(S"~X), where
/i/2 is the quantization of / on the Riemannian manifold (S"~~x,g) given in
this paper. In general, fx¡2 ^ W(f). When deg/ = 2 as in Theorem 1.1, we

get [8]
(4.1)

W(f) = /,/2 + \h2 trX,

trX = X'Jgij .

In particular, for H being the Hamiltonian of the geodesic flow on (S"~x, g),
(4.1) becomes
W(H) = -h2(A + c„R).
Compared with what was mentioned in §0, it seems that W(-) is unsuitable to be
a quantization rule on T*Sn~x, for the constant cn depends on the dimensions
of the phase spaces. In [8], we showed that the quantized geodesic flow on Sn~x,
and the C. Neumann system (i.e., harmonic oscillator constrained to the sphere)
are quantum integrable by use of our quantization rule and formula (4.1).
Finally, we noticed that Widom set up a correspondence between pseudodifferential operators and their symbols on Riemannian manifolds in [12] without paying attention to the physical aspects. To see the relation between his
approach and ours, let us first write down an explicit expression for the phase
function give in [ 12] near each point in M. Let U2e be a small ball in M with
center Xo such that, for any x e UE, y e U2e, the map expj'(y) e TXM is
well defined. Thus the function given by
L(p,y)

= (p, exp-'(y)),

p e T*XM, yeUlE,

is well defined on T* UE x U2e, and satisfies conditions of the phase function
near jcn, which can be checked by taking normal coordinates at each point in
Ue. For a differential operator A , its symbol given by Widom is
oA(x,p)

= AeiLC>*\=x.

By definition of our normal ordered (A = 0) quantization, it is easy to see that,

for any <pe C°°(M), one has (take h = 1),

((ÎÏ)oç»)(x)= A(pxJ2cp)(x)
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where px was introduced in Step 3 of our definition in order to get a unitary
transformation, so Widom actually treated the case corresponding to A = 0.
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